D E C O R AT I V E S U R FAC E S

Be
Different
The company’s mission is to
constantly search for quality
and exclusiveness through
original decors inspired by
timber veneer textures.

Bella Decor is an Australian company supplying
high quality decorative surfaces to the Interior
Design, Furniture and Architectural Industries.
Our product portfolio consists of embossed
melamine faced panels, high pressure
laminates with matching edges and an
innovative concrete panel.
Our continuous development & selection of
new products inspired by European design
combined with the latest colour trends &
innovation, ensures Bella Decor remains at the
forefront of the Australian Design Industry.
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A collection of decorative surfaces inspired
by the warmth and texture of natural timber
veneer. Our bespoke surfaces are available
as a melamine faced panel, high pressure
laminate and matching edge. Our range of
surfaces are designed to promote subtle
textured characteristics which include
“brushed” textures, “Natural” look and feel,
to our most modern and advanced “Natural
Synchronised Matt” embossing, where it is
difficult to tell the difference between our
panels and real polished natural timber veneer.
Ease of use, high surface resistance and
superior colour consistency are just some of
the advantages PureWood offers the architect,
designer and cabinet maker.
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Concreo & Conclad are innovative materials that
revolutionise the use of concrete in Architecture
& Interior Design. Consisting of inert materials
and natural fibres totally environmentally friendly,
solvent-free, non-toxic and fire retardant. Available
in panels with two surface finishes aesthetically very
similar but very different in terms of applications.
Concreo and Conclad together create a system to
be at the service of Creativity and Design.

Our collection of anti-fingerprint laminates
are ideal for furniture & Interior design.
Soft to the touch and highly resistant to
scratches, this collection of 8 decors are
available as a Faced Panel or High Pressure
Laminate (HPL) with matching edges.

Disclaimer: While all product samples reproduced in this brochure are as close
to actual product colours as modern printing techniques allow, variations to
the actual colour may occur. All product samples represented herein should
be considered indicative. Where product colour is critical, a physical sample is
always recommended. To order your free sample visit www.belladecor.com.au
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